STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

I Student Name have done my Bachelor of Technology from Jawaharlal
Nehru Technological University, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh.
In a path to attain greater knowledge; also to take myself towards the next level
of self improvement with the drive, determination, and dedication to work at my career, I
am keen to pursue my MBA offered by your institution.
I believe that hard work is always been the foundation and building block of my
life. In my study life the same thing has been the basis of my success and it still remains
so. My school life was my first step towards building and strengthening this belief. After
that, I pursued the Intermediate from the Board of Intermediate Education,Andhra
Pradesh .
In my college from day one, I have actively participated in all the college
activities. As I played an active role in giving seminars
During my undergraduate education, my hard work and determination lead me
towards being a successful student which further fortified my beliefs and helped me
towards gaining a great cognition of self management. During this period I developed a
good skill of interaction and great technical knowledge required in the field of work that I
am right now in.
My Graduate experience and my professor guidance has made me to study higher
education i.e., MBA at London College Of Accountancy.
So, I have decided to study in LCA, UK and I am very much exited to do my
MBA in your university. As I came to know about your university from my friends who
have studied in your university. I have met one of your deligate during UK fair
admissions in Hyderabad. I felt very happy and I came to know many things about your
university regarding the support to the students, good guidance by the faculty members
and facilities given to the students.
I am very much pleased to study at your university .As your university has good
space for research it would be helpful to me to have vast exposure to research techniques
and helps me to gain good knowledge in the field to fulfill my dream.

Thanking you

Student Name

